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Part I: LLview/PTP overview
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1. LLview/PTP overview
LLview
→ Visualizes supercomputer status on a single screen
Source: Screenshot LLview for JUQUEEN
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1. LLview/PTP overview









NCSA, UIUC, JSC, ...































Part II: Server caching
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2. Server caching
Architecture
multiple users on the same target system
cache LML file in public directory (e.g. /tmp),
use LML cache as data source
default: each client triggers independent status data update
caching: daemon retrieves status data, clients use cached data
Cache workflow
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2. Server caching
Implementation
LML caching is included in latest Eclipse release Luna
(July 14) from http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/
Implementation is documented on bug 427386
Install daemon, once for each system
1 Create monitoring connection and start it
2 SSH to target system, switch to
.eclipsesettings/util/install
3 Call install script: perl installCrontab.pl
4 Run util/install/LML da crontab.sh every minute
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2. Server caching
Install steps 2, 3, 4
Install daemon and run it
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2. Server caching
Client usage
Default update mode: active caching
If no daemon installed ⇒ no caching
Users can deactivate caching via Force Data Update








Recording of history data is possible
Enhancement with data not accessible to normal user
Decreased load for the system


















Part III: Display layouts
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3. Display layouts
Customized LML layouts
understand system architecture and hierarchy
map topology into LML layout
advantages: level of detail, automatic job filtering, display
node names, improved performance
workplan: tutorial on LML layouts, contact system
administrators of partner XSEDE/PRACE sites, support
writing of LML layouts, ask for feedback
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3. Display layouts
Scalability
1 Scalable server scripts LML da
Select only required data


























Part IV: Optimize job localization
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4. Optimize job localization
Job selection
raised in bug 403060
allow selection of multiple jobs
keep selected job selected until it is de-selected
mark entire connected area of each job
Source: https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/attachment.cgi?id=228316


















Part V: Embed LLview diagrams
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5. Embed LLview diagrams
First implementation step
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5. Embed LLview diagrams
Evaluation
Advantages
expecting little implementation effort
single source of diagram implementation
use of SVG graphics within PTP and web client
SVG graphics can contain tags for interactive data analysis
Problems and risks
adding LLview-client to PTP source, license
analysis of SVG performance and support
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